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Hares: Manneken Pis, Bunneken Pis, Piss Drinker

phuket-hhh.com

Finally the hares have broken a fundamental law of physics by having more uphill than 
downhill today but verified by nearly everyone doing today's run.  Even the front-
running bastards reached the laager in over an hour—automatic hash shit, but the lead 
hare Manneken Pis who also stood as the timekeeper claimed the FRBs were back in 59'
48'' which brought immediate singing with the main word being bullshit.  Lead hare MP,
claiming a new rule that there is no lead hare and all hares are equal then spent half the 
circle complaining that his co-hares caused all the cock-ups related to misplaced signs, 
not enough paper, not working together and more.  (Privately he was heard to say he'd 
cut a deal with Bunneken Pis--sex for good run and he was determined to make it 
happen as it'd apparently been a while.)

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Today's steward was Murkury who said anyone making noise 
would be iced.  Immediately Fungus and Manneken Pis started 
laughing not knowing Murkury was serious until Murkury put 
Fungus on the ice.  Apparently Murkury doesn't understand the 
difference between noise and laughter—which is quite 
understandable considering Murkury is probably the least funny
person in the hash.  From here Murkury's spot went down hill 
as endless interruptions prevented his doing anything but 
sputter for most of what would have been his spot while 
Fungus' butt went evermore numb.  Good spot Murkury!!

Numbered run shirts were awarded to Creepy Porker and On Her Back for reaching 25 
Runs and super hash flash Ya Ba was teased into her 200 Run shirt.  Well done to all.  
New shoes were spotted on our returning visitor from Belarus who was invited to drink 
a down-down from them.  Welcome to the hash.

We had a couple virgins today who were properly iced down by Fungus, much to the 
amusement of the guys watching a fully-filled tee-shirt go transparent.  Lucky Fungus 
kept reminding her to keep her hands behind her back, as is proper.

Although the circle was good with lots of laughter 
and nonsense somehow it fizzled just as the hares 
were called in for their judgment—no one wanted 
to sing.  Since MP was a hare Fungus stood in as 
runmaster and worked hard at getting the circle to 
call Hash Shit, but even this failed when Egg 
Shagger, the current hash shit holder and only one 
that could safely call hash shit stood silent.  Well it 
wasn't for lack of trying,

Goo Run was called and the circle closed.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.5331118143611114

